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Unit 11 Globesity ROLE CARD FOR STUDENT A

About two months ago you decided to go on a diet and exercise more. You have lost a lot of weight, but you still don't
think you are slim enough, or fit enough. Your parents are worried that you are anorexic. (Anorexia is an illness in
which someone thinks they are too fat when in fact they are very thin. They lose all interest in food and find it very
difficult to eat). You don’t want to sit down for meals with your family. Here are some expressions that you can use:

• I'm just not hungry.                             • Everyone I know is fitter / thinner than me.
• You just don't understand. • All right, I'll eat half of it.

Unit 11 Globesity ROLE CARD FOR STUDENTS B AND C

You are Student A’s parents. Your son / daughter was a little overweight until about two months ago when he / she
started dieting. Since then he / she has lost a lot of weight. He / she doesn't eat meals with you and the family.
You are worried that he / she may become anorexic. (Anorexia is an illness in which someone thinks they are too
fat when in fact they are very thin. They lose all interest in food and find it very difficult to eat). 

Student B tries to persuade her / him to eat meals              Student C tries to persuade him / her not
with you and the family.       to diet and exercise so much.

• We're worried about you.                                           • Have you looked at yourself in the mirror 
• You must sit down with us and have                             recently? You're so skinny!

something to eat.                                                      • If you're not careful, you'll become anorexic and 
get really ill.

Unit 12 Cities of the future ROLE CARD FOR TEAM A

Work in a small group or team. You think that a transatlantic tunnel would be a complete waste of money. Offer
these and other arguments in the discussion.
• Instead of wasting money like this, we should help the world's poor.
• Most people would be too frightened to use it.
Evaluate and suggest other options for new transport systems, such as bigger and faster aircraft, high-speed ships
and submarines.

Unit 12 Cities of the future ROLE CARD FOR TEAM B

Work in a small group or team. You are worried about the dangers of a transatlantic tunnel. Offer these and other
arguments in the discussion.
• It could be dangerous if it was hit by storms, submarines, icebergs or earthquakes.
• It could be a target for terrorists. Imagine being stuck in the tunnel!
Evaluate and suggest other options for new transport systems, especially environmentally-friendly projects that use
alternative fuels for transport, such as ships with sails.

Unit 12 Cities of the future ROLE CARD FOR TEAM C

Work in a small group or team. You think a transatlantic tunnel is a great idea. Offer these and other arguments in
the discussion.
• You can't stop progress and this is a great idea that will be popular.
• Maglev trains use a lot less fuel and cause less pollution than planes.
• Underwater tunnels could be useful in other parts of the world.
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